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ABOUT SAUDI IoT 2019
Saudi IoT is a flagship event of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia aiming at “Redefining Communications”
in the region for the growth & development of technology.
The 2nd Saudi IoT is planned Twice as larger than the previous edition in terms of Exhibition space,
International Participation, Conference Speakers, Workshops and other activities. The 2nd Saudi IoT
Augments & pledges to open doors to newer concepts with an August approach enriching more
business opportunities for locally establishing – budding companies by having an exposure to the
International business & international companies to have their presence with tie-ups with local
Saudi partners. An arena exclusive to bridge the gap between the International & National
Technology players.
The 2nd Saudi IoT is a dream come true for the project & opportunity. giving that edge for
International Companies, Visitors, Speakers & Sponsors who did not get the opportunity be a part of
Saudi IoT 2018. The 3-day event aims to serve every individual on the run and every business
providing the platform to virtually set on the journey to every corner of the world to reach out to
people, businesses, places, and even globally. Saudi IoT aims to bring into the limelight the
enormous potential of the internet revolution & the internet concepts. Saudi IoT coincides with the
objective of the 2030 Vision, where internet technology is A Necessity and compliments the huge
investments to simplify businesses in a smarter way which is an added value.

IoT MARKET IN KSA
The Kingdom is investing billions of dollars into the IoT and aims to implement smart & technology
advanced solutions to lead the country in IoT technologies into 2030 and beyond, The Saudi Arabian
IoT market shows signs of resilience, calling for healthy growth between 2018 and 2020. The vendor
landscape looks highly fragmented, with technology vendors, IT services providers, systems
integrators, and telecom operators vying for a share of the market. The current scenario presents
opportunities for local, regional, and global services providers and technology vendors to form
mutually beneficial partnerships.

“Saudi IoT 2018 is a flagship conference that attracts
innovative

ICT

players

solving

KSA’s

industries’

challenges by digitization. This conference is of
strategic importance to showcase what the kingdom
can offer in terms of IoT technology and key enablers,
and helps draw foreign investment. This conference
unlocks the true potential in the kingdom in the next
5-10 years across the wider economic, social and
environmental ecosystem that would be enabled by
IoT platforms.”

Dr. Tarig Mohammed Enaya
Senior Vice President of Enterprise
Saudi Telecom Company - STC

“We aim at turning the Kingdom into a window of
applications of the internet of things in the region in a
way that goes on line with the developmental vision of
the Kingdom 2030 and the digital transformation
program 2020.”

Eng. Majed Alotaibi
Executive Officer Business Marketing,
Mobily

Exhibition Date & Time: 13 - 15 Feb 2019, 10:00 AM to 08:00 PM
Conference Date & Time: 13 - 15 Feb 2019, 10:00 AM to 08:00 PM
Venue: Riyadh International Convention & Exhibition Center (RICEC)

KSA EMBRACING IoT CULTURE AND
HEADING TOWARDS A NEW FUTURE…
IoT is unlocking new opportunities for the Kingdom to grow its economy and address pressing
social challenges. Digital Transformation is the new watchword as deep structural reforms for the
New Digital Age of AI, blockchain, Smart Solutions and associated technologies. While KSA has
achieved some early successes in data-driven innovation, including in areas such as education,
energy, environmental management, health care, open data, smart cities, and smart manufacturing, it
will soon reach its full potential. Kingdom’s economy will truly become self-reliant.
By 2020, it is predicted that more than 250 things will connect to the internet each second. The
implications of IoT are far-reaching and have already begun to affect what we do, when we do it,
and how we do it. 99% of physical objects will join the IoT... Digitalisation of industries will lead to
improved competitiveness that will prove invaluable in automating end-to-end business processes.
The initiatives are just at the tip of the iceberg. With digital transformation affecting so many
industries, it is imperative to learn from the experts and understand the specific benefits and
challenges of implementing digital transformation across every industry. It will ultimately mean that
the diversification of the economy, both that are in the confines of this world or beyond, will lead to
the creation of more jobs for the Saudi population, hundreds if not thousands who are going to
enter the workforce in the decades to come... Technology will undoubtedly play a key role in Saudi
Arabia’s drive for transformation which is prescribed in its Vision 2030.

OBJECTIVES OF
SAUDI IoT 2019
* To unlock the benefits of IoT in every aspect of KSA’s economy and society.
* To analyse how Internet of Things offer opportunities to grow the economy and improve quality of
life.

* To be instrumental in enabling the development and deployment of the Internet, which eventually
plays a significant role to ensure the success of the Internet of Things.

* To compliment in creating comprehensive strategies for the Internet of Things to ensure that the
technology develops cohesively and rapidly in the region.

* To confer both the private and public sector take full advantage of the coming wave of IoT & digital
transformation.

* To ensure the consumers and businesses do not face barriers in adapting to the growing demand of
digitization.

* To aggregate available technologies and devices to maximize the potential of their IoT ecosystems
need.

* To define and implement National Strategies for the Internet of Things.
* To attend to the challenges & threats of IoT.
* To tap the opportunities of latest IoT trends.
* To ensure efficient device management & scalability to meet future needs, and security.

HIGHLIGHTS OF SAUDI IoT 2019
Saudi IoT 2019 to go Gigantic this year giving that edge for Companies, Visitors, Speakers & Sponsors
who did not get the opportunity be a part of Saudi IoT. In the same span of 3 days we expect to
precede with more & diversified areas to avail the best & maximum of IoT trends, knowledge &
opportunities for business Tie-ups between the Technology Giants.
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Join the vehement wave of technology

SAUDI IoT CONFERENCE
Saudi IoT Conference and Workshops will take place alongside the Saudi IoT Exhibition. This will
bring decision makers and other IoT Visionaries and experts to shed light on the latest trends in the
IoT. Saudi IoT Conference 2019 is building on the success of its previous edition. It will be the premier
platform for sharing, discussing and witnessing cutting edge research in all areas of development
for the Internet of Things and beyond.
Saudi IoT 2019 Conference is the one & only authentic platform to discover how the world of IoT is
redefined in the region, and how IoT is changing the everyday life & the digital journey of every
organization. The “IoT Conference” will showcase insightful keynotes, case studies and breakout
sessions focusing on smart solutions and tools, technologies and resources which will be beneficial
in the Kingdom’s transformation program 2020. Find out What is best suited for the Kingdom, let
the Internet of Things redefine the ways of Communication & eventually ignite profound business
transformations in the KSA.

CONFERENCE TOPICS
• Blockchain

• Smart Mobility

• Healthcare

• Smart Cities

• Smart Homes

• Smart Payments

• Augmented Reality

• Manufacturing / Industry 4.0

• Smart Government

• Artificial Intelligence

• Smart transportation

• Cyber Security

• Robotics

• Supply Chain

• Energy & Utilities

Embrace the technological transformation

EXHIBITOR PROFILE
Saudi IoT Exhibition 2018 will provide its participants the opportunity to explore the latest trends
and technology in IoT industry from all over the globe. The event expects to attract up to 30,000+
visitors from all around the world. Saudi IoT will gather all the industry players on one grand
platform to share their experiences and researches.
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VISITOR PROFILE
WHO ATTENDS SAUDI IoT:
With all the implications that the IoT has on our everyday life, it’s important to make note of the
underpinning technology that is required to connect these devices and the benefits they offer. Who
or what is actually overseeing all this data? How will it be accessed? What security measures are in
place and how are they being administered? What impact will it have on networks transmitting all
of this potentially hackable and sensitive information?
Saudi International Exhibition & Conference for Internet of Things will bridge the gap between tech
entrepreneurs, investors and thought-leaders from across the IoT ecosystem to connect, develop
and explore opportunities to do smart business and contribute for the Kingdom’s Vision 2030. Saudi
IoT is for all Industries, it aims to boost the development of all the sectors of KSA.

By Industry:
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By Title:
• Company Decision Makers / owners

• Start-up community

• Cxx class Executives

• Sales and Marketing Executives

• Business Line Executives

• Government Policy Makers &

• Hardware programmers

Regulators

• Software developers

• Investors

• Innovators

• Academics

Drive the Change with Saudi IoT

TECHNICAL ASPECT IN THE SAUDI IoT FLOOR PLAN:

We at New Horizon believe in PERFECTION, our technical team has designed a floor plan to suit the
needs of our Sponsors & Exhibitors…. Because we believe a floor plan is the most vital factor in any
BIG exhibition.
An ideal opportunity for today's most vibrant technology related brands to showcase your latest
products, solutions and services to their target audience, with maximum exposure & visibility at the
exhibition.
Saudi IoT floor plan is designed to yield:
• Smartly segregated areas for the relevant industry.
• Meaningful face-to-face dialogues with key prospects.
• A chance to share / announce / launch your products & services.
• An opportunity to be an integral part of one of the Kingdom’s most anticipated IOT event which
aims to attracts more CISOs, CTOs, CSOs and senior executives from all sectors.
• Countless networking opportunities with all facets Technology community, including industry
thought leaders, professional subject speakers, fellow vendors etc…
• Considerable ROI for your spend on Sponsorships.

SPONSORSHIP
Saudi IoT Expo provides a valuable opportunity & platform to exhibit & promote your
products, services & latest technology. The Exhibition is a distinctive marketing platform to bring
forth your organization as it opens channels to benefit from the Exhibition and campaigns. As a
Sponsor of Saudi IoT, you will have the opportunity to get wide media coverage and endless
horizons as well as meeting media groups which will keep your technology in the limelight.
Moreover, the exhibition provides an opportunity to network, showcase, launch or relaunch your
products & services apart from getting to exhibit the sponsors' logo on all kinds of
advertisements ranging from visual, audio to printed, e-media and social media.

ABOUT US NEW HORIZON

New Horizon is rightly named as we are established to create benchmarks with every Event that
we conceptualize & organized… New Horizon’s main aim is to do what the other Event Agencies
haven’t dared to do some of the Kingdom’s greatest corporate, institutional, governmental
events. As a preferred Event Organizing & Management Company, we design the most effective
and appropriate events for the Saudi audience and as well as for the international audience.

www.newhorizon.com.sa

MEET OUR TEAM – THE PILLARS OF NEW HORIZON
Here we are…..A perfect blend of creativity and experience set out to make a difference. We believe
we are “The best people formula” of makers, thinkers, creators, explorers fueled with passion whose
ONLY aim is to deliver GREAT outcomes.

Shoaib Abdullah

Eng. Fahad Algarni

Founder & CEO

Business Development Manager

Mr. Abdullah is the driving force of the
team… Every great company needs a man
who ensures and keeps the rhythm of the
business in the right direction & well-bonded to achieve the company goals.

Eng. Fahad’s focus at New Horizon is on
building relationships within the local &
International market. He adds strong
Business Development and Account
Management skills to the team.

Eng. Sultan AlJohni

Alaa Al Zoubi

Conference Executive Manager

Managing Director

Eng. Sultan has been a Conference Executive
Manager, have successfully managed more
than 100 Conferences of various topics. A
thorough professional, committed, well
organized & a pragmatic thinker.

Mr. Alaa holds experience in ensuring
successful growth and finding the right
solution for any business challenges. He
keeps abreast the pulse of the biz – keeping
everyone in line and business booming.

Mohamed Al Madi

Bashar Kharbat

Govt. PR

Communications Director

Mohammed represents New Horizon in all the
Governmental work. He is the reason for availing
the Event Licences & necessary documentations. His public persona is strong & determined
with strong network in the ministries.

Mr. Bashar is a highly skilled and talented
expert in corporate communications, PR,
Media. With decades of experience in the
Industry, he has achieved immense success
in improving the brand image of a firm.

Eng. Yahia Shaheen

Ali Olimat

Technical Consultant

Sales & Marketing Manager

Eng. Yahiya has a broad knowledge of the
many facets of business. With a commendable
experience, inspires productive changes. Eng.
Yahia is an important ally to New Horizon who
believes in bringing about change and
improvement.

Mr. Ali works with large profile customers,
ministries, governmental organizations,
analyses budgets, and determines ways to
streamline and improve the business.

Gazala Arshiya

Umair Tariq

PR & Marketing Manager

Training Manager / Operations

kbashar

gazala-arshiya

umair30

Gazala is dedicated & committed towards
the company. Her combat has always been
towards the organization’s success. Her
academics in Masters in Marketing plays a
vital role in meeting exorbitant expectations.

Umair is a man known for immense patience
& hard work. He is responsible for Identifying
and assessing the future and current training
needs. He drafts an overall or individualized
training and development plan.

Waleed Sayyah

Danish Ahmed

Data Logistic Officer

Designing Head

Waleed is involved in number of crucial tasks
of the company. He is responsible for
collecting, sorting and handling large
quantities of data and segregating the
database according to the industry type.

danygeest
Danish is a design wizard who creates
designs which blazes elegance. From a
simple Event Invitation to entire Event
theme, he loves to execute graphic
displays of highest quality. In his words..
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